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TIMES
Why Trump Can’t Save Israel

Despite Trump’s apparent show of strength in the cynical ‘Peace to
Prosperity’ plan, he is actually helping Netanyahu destroy Israel, the
European colony in Palestine.
Palestinian envoy to Britain Husam Zomlot said the announcement
was a “piece of political theatre” and will push the situation “over the
cliff and into apartheid”. Pg 1-2

Coronavirus: Media reveals a very familiar
agenda

The initial, blaring, bright-red headlines over the outbreak of the novel
coronavirus appear to be slowing down. Maybe it won’t be apocalyptic
after all.
While the number of cases continues to rise, the mortality rate is
dropping. Nearly 6000 reported patients have resulted, at the time of
writing, in only 106 deaths. A mortality rate of 2.2%. Pg 2-4

Syrian Army Cleaned the Strategic City of
Maarat Numan from NATO Terrorists

Maarat al-Numan city is liberated from NATO terrorists by the Syrian
Arab Army and its allies, the city is the largest city in the southern
countryside of Idlib province. Pg 4-5

Follow the Real Money Behind
the New Green Agenda

Within little more than a year
everyone imaginable seems to have
jumped on the bandwagon of the new
green agenda of radical measures to
“stop” climate change. Pg 5-8

As If Bombing Is Not Enough
… Poison Is the New Israeli
Weapon in Gaza

We have now entered 2020, the year in
which experts at the United Nations
(UN) once predicted Gaza would
become unlivable. Pg 8-10

Additional Articles
Opening Iran’s Black Box: Pg
10-12

US To Grant $35 Million To
Promote Its Fake News Bubble
In Syria & Control Local
Media: Pg 12-15
The U.S. Is Recycling Its Big
Lie About Iraq To Target
Iran: Pg 15-18
France: Riot Police Beat up
Striking Firefighters as Media
Looks the Other Way: Pg 18-19
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possession, breaching
Historically, Israel as a sectarian
international law to annex the
European colony, has always
Syrian Golan, trying to
relied on substantial ethnic
legitimize the multiple Israeli
cleansing. On 3 December 1947,
Source:
colonies on the West Bank,
as the campaign intensified,
https://ahtribune.com/world/northdemanding (in the Kushner plan) Zionist leader David Ben Gurion
africa-south-west-asia/palestine/3846an effective Palestinian
told his party faithful that the
trump-cant-save-israel.html
surrender on statehood and
“40% non-Jews in the areas
adopting the IHRA claim that
allocated to the Jewish state”
By Dr. Tim Anderson
any anti-Israel criticism is
was “not a solid basis for a
‘racist’ and so illegitimate.
Jewish state .. only a state with
Hamas rejected the plan as
at least 80% Jews is a solid and
"nonsense”. Netanyahu, who has
At this stage in the history of the viable state”.
always been focussed on the
colony, the 72 year old illusion
expansion of ‘Greater Israel’,
said that the Zionist state owes of a ‘two state solution’ remains For that reason, Ben Gurion’s
the main obstacle to a
‘Plan Dalet’ of March 1948
both Kushner and Trump “an
democratic Palestine. Trump’s called for operations “destroying
eternal debt of gratitude”.
plan seems an ‘advance’ on the villages (by setting fire to them,
Trump’s ‘Peace to Prosperity’ Kushner Plan, in trying to keep by blowing them up, and by
plan (“A vision to improve the that illusion alive. A majority of planting mines in their debris)
liberal Jews in the USA, in for and especially of those
lives of the Palestinian and
example, still hold to the two
population centers which are
Israeli people”) is a revised
state
illusion.
But
Netanyahu
difficult to control … [the
version of the 2019 Kushner
plan (the so-called “deal of the and his colleagues have always operations required are]
wanted it all.
encirclement of the villages,
century”), which offered an
conducting a search inside them.
illusory promise of long term
The problem for the more
In case of resistance, the armed
money (mostly Gulf Arab
money) in exchange for political ambitious zionists is two-fold: forces must be wiped out and the
(1) Palestinians have resisted, by population expelled outside the
surrender. The new version
borders of the state”.
speaks of a “realistic two state guerrilla warfare and by not
solution” – because “Israel has going away, and now slightly
That plan was carried out and
now agreed to terms for a future outnumber Jewish Israelis in
Palestinian State” – with a tiny historic Palestine; (2) destruction featured the Deir Yassin
massacre of 9 April, where 107
Palestinian statelet cramming the of the two state myth, and
widespread recognition that
villagers were killed, and a
majority Arab population of
there is only a single apartheid series of expulsions in which
historic Palestine into 15% of
531 villages and eleven urban
the land. Israel would control the state, will bring a dramatic
neighborhoods were destroyed
vast majority of the West Bank. collapse in Israeli legitimacy
across the world.
and 800,000 became refugees.
With no sovereign powers for
the statelet, this deliberately
The more astute Zionist leaders Yet despite this ethnic cleansing,
enhances the status quo of a
know this. Former Israeli PM
military domination and
single state.
Ehud Olmert recognized that “if annexations, Israeli agencies
the day comes when the twoconfirm that the current Arab
Trump’s latest plan follows a
state solution collapses, and we population of historic Palestine
series of initiatives hostile to
(Arab Israelis plus those on the
Palestinian and Syrian interests: face a South African-style
breaching international law to struggle for equal voting rights West Bank and in Gaza) is
recognize Jerusalem as a Zionist … the State of Israel is finished”. roughly equal to the population
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of Jewish Israelis.

Richard Falk, who had been a
offered by apartheid South
Special Rapporteur on Occupied Africa, just before that regime
A report from Jerusalem in 2011 Palestine for the UN, said that collapsed. More open apartheid
showed that the Palestinian
Palestine was wining the
in Palestine will mean the death
population of that city had risen legitimacy battle: “Palestine is of Israel. Thank you Trump and
from 25.5% in 1967 to 38% in winning what in the end is the Netanyahu.
2009. The Jewish Virtual Library more important war, the struggle
shows that the Jews of Israel / for legitimacy, which is most
Coronavirus: Media
1948 Palestine have declined
likely to determine the political
reveals a very
from a peak of 88.9% in 1960 to outcome”. In the context of anti74.7% in 2017. In parallel,
colonial struggles, he continues,
familiar agenda
officials from Israel’s Central
citing Vietnam, Algeria and Iraq,
Bureau of Statistics and the
“the side with the greater
Source: https://offmilitary run civil administration perseverance and resilience, not guardian.org/2020/01/29/coronavirusmedia-reveals-a-very-familiar-agenda/
of the Occupied Territories
the side that controlled the
(COGAT) say that the Arab
battlefield, won in the end”.
By Kit Knightly
population of Gaza, the West
Bank and Arab [second class]
Ironically it is the Palestinian
As hysteria dies down,
citizens of Israel, along with
Authority (PA), paid and
censorship and social
residents of the annexed East
contracted by the US and the
Jerusalem municipality, add up Israeli regime, that helps keeps control seem to be the big
to 6.5 million, about the same
alive the illusion of two states.
winners
number as “Jews living between The PA blocks a clear and
the Jordan Valley and the
unified Palestinian strategy to
The Guardian, in a rare example
Mediterranean”.
dismantle apartheid Israel in
of a sense of perspective,
favor of a single democratic
actually reported it could be
For all the apparent advances of state.
much, much lower than that
Israeli power, Palestinian
yesterday:
resistance has enhanced both the But where the PA has failed,
‘demographic threat’ to Israel
Netanyahu and Trump are
However, [the reported death
and the colony’s illegitimacy, in succeeding. While Israeli
rate] is likely to be an
the international sphere.
expansion has been blocked by
overestimate since there may be
the Lebanese resistance in the
a far larger pool of people who
In that context, Trump and
north and the resistance of Gaza
have been infected by the virus
Netanyahu are building an even in the south, Netanyahu has
but who have not suffered severe
more extreme illegitimacy, by persisted with a steady
enough symptoms to attend
consolidating a more openly
colonization of the West Bank,
hospital and so have not been
apartheid state. In a report
undermining any viable
counted in the data.
commissioned for the UN
Palestinian state.
several years back, legal
It is a good point. One to
scholars Richard Falk and
Now Trump has added to this
remember.
Virginia Tilley, made it clear that drive, offering only the fig leaf
Israel had already become an
of a powerless ghetto on a small
Elsewhere in the media
‘apartheid state’, which is a
part of the West Bank and in
though, the outbreak is
crime against humanity. The
Gaza. Israel’s contempt for the
already being transformed
international community had a people of Gaza is plain. This is
into fuel for the two biggest
responsibility to dismantle such reminiscent of the failed
on-going agendas of the
a regime, they said.
Bantustan Homelands solution
Western Deep State:
2
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Authoritarian social control,
and a crackdown on free
speech on the internet.

thinking, “I wish we could do yet discussed is the
that in America.”
“misinformation” angle.

America, UK, Canada, France, Last year, Google responded to
Germany, etc.
calls to “combat disinformation”
ARGUMENTS FOR
with a pledge to, essentially,
SOCIAL CONTROL
You can bet your bottom dollar real-time censor breaking news
public health officials all over by altering their algorithm to
"In 20 years of working on
the world are gathering data on “boost authority”.
epidemic preparedness, I can't
how well “the Chinese
say that I've been more
experiment” is going. They want It seems this viral outbreak has
concerned than I am about the
to learn lessons. They want to given them a chance to trial their
current virus."
know more about containment, censorship mechanism. Fox
mass quarantines, and
News reporting:
The CEO of the Coalition for
lockdowns.
Epidemic Preparedness
Silicon Valley scrambles to stop
Innovations says "most global
Could, for instance, an
coronavirus misinformation
public health leaders are very
American president suddenly
concerned" about the
declare an emergency in the US In this article, Fox tells us that
coronavirus.
and issue orders for travel
Google has been boosting
restrictions on a broad scale? “authoritative” voices on this
— Channel 4 News
issue, that Twitter has been re(@Channel4News) January 24,
Could he confine citizens to directing people posting about
2020
their cities? Could he bring the coronavirus to the Center for
troops into a city and have them Disease Control (CDC), and that
In a bizarre, hysterical, interview
assemble in large public places YouTube has been deleting
with Channel 4 News, Richard
and wave wands at people to videos promoting coronavirus
Hatchett – CEO of the Coalition
look for body temperature
“conspiracy theories”.
for Epidemic Preparedness
elevation and cart them away to
Innovations – claimed that he
hospitals and other holding It doesn’t once reference even
was “very concerned” and the
areas?
the concept of free speech. This
best way to combat the
is how far dialogue on this issue
“epidemic” was what he calls
Could federal and state officials has fallen. Censorship is just an
“non-pharmaceutical
cancel sporting and concert accepted fact of life now. And
interventions”.
events? Could crowds of any the media are happy about it.
kind be forbidden? Could a
By that he means “preventing
national election be postponed? However, Fox’s article is
mass gatherings, closing
nothing but a boiled-down,
schools, and potentially travel
John has done great work on
click-bait summary of a much,
bans”. He described the
this, and encourage you all to
much scarier article in the
outbreak originating in China as
read his archive of articles
Washington Post.
a “silver lining” because of the
(https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/)
“extraordinary things” the
on the subject.
The WaPo headlines:
Chinese government can do.
As John Rappaport wrote on his
blog:
You could almost hear him

SOCIAL MEDIA
CENSORSHIP
One aspect of this we haven’t
3

Facebook, Google and Twitter
scramble to stop
misinformation about
coronavirus
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And then essentially makes a
points:
case for a total shutdown of any
free speech on the internet,
• Free speech is
citing concern for public health
“dangerous” to public
as their cause:
health, especially during
a “crisis”
“Some of the misinformation
has circulated through private
• Social media companies
Facebook groups — channels
boosting links to
that are hard for researchers to
“authoritative”
monitor in real-time”
government sources is a
good thing
“Twitter, meanwhile, on Monday
started steering U.S. users
• Private Facebook groups
searching for coronavirusare breeding grounds for
related hashtags to the Centers
“misinformation” and
for Disease Control and
“hard to penetrate”
Prevention.”
It’s not hard to see where this is
“Social-networking tools for going, is it?
organizing and creating
communities quickly can
It seems that the problem of this
become problematic echo
new virus has generated the
chambers during health scares.” predictable hysterical reaction,
and – what do you know – the
“…they also recognize that media are all ready with a shiny,
totally unfettered speech carries ready-to-use solution.
immense risks, particularly in
the fields of health and
If you really want to depress
medicine.”
yourself, check the comments
under the WaPo article. Not a
“Major disease outbreaks
single person raises even a
threaten to serve as breeding flicker of concern for the 1st
grounds for even more harmful Amendment of their
disinformation, experts said.” constitution.

https://off-guardian.org/wpcontent/medialibrary/wapocoronavirus-comment-2.jpg
https://off-guardian.org/wpcontent/medialibrary/wapocoronavirus-comment-3.jpg

You have to think (hope?) that
the moderators have been at
work, and that the WaPo‘s
comments are an even more
contrived “consensus” than The
Guardian‘s have become.
(TCTT editor note: Watch this
video from October 2019 to see
how this censorship agenda
using a “pandemic” was
planned):
Event 201 pandemic tabletop
exercise hosted by The Johns
Hopkins Center for Health
Security in
partnership with the World
Economic Forum and the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AoLw-Q8X174&feature=youtu.be

Syrian Army
Cleaned the
Strategic City of
Maarat Numan
from NATO
Terrorists

“Thousands of Facebook users On the contrary, there are people
also joined newly created
happily calling for the
communities specifically to government to essentially force
swap insight around the
its messages on people:
coronavirus, a search of the
Source:
social-networking site shows.
https://off-guardian.org/wphttps://www.syrianews.cc/syrian-armycontent/medialibrary/wapoThat creates bubbles of potential
cleaned-the-strategic-city-of-maaratcoronavirus-comment-1.jpg
misinformation that researchers
numan-from-nato-terrorists/
say can be hard to penetrate.”
While others will smugly report
By Arabi Souri
the supposed limitations of free
So we can boil it down to a
speech, as an argument in
handful of important bullet
After the fiercest clashes with
support of private censorship:
4
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all of NATO, all of the Gulfies
(https://www.syrianews.cc/encyclopedi
a/gulfies/), and all of the evil
powers on Earth supporting
the human garbage of Nusra
Front and its affiliates, the
Syrian Arab Army proved
once again they are the
masters of the fight against
terror. The SAA managed to
neutralize dozens of NATO
terrorists in the last 24 hours.
The resumption of the military
campaign to clean the province
of Idlib and the countryside of
Aleppo from terrorists came
after the last ceasefire collapsed
when once again the Turkish
pariah Erdogan intentionally
failed to commit to his own
promises by separating foreign
non-moderate terrorists forming
the backbone of the ‘Syrian’
opposition from the moderate
head-choppers of the same
opposition.

by NATO terrorists since
Now the bastion of corporate
October 2012 and ever since has economic globalization, the
been their launchpad to carry out Swiss Davos World Economic
their terrorist attacks against
Forum, has made its main theme
other towns and cities in
this year, “Stakeholders for a
addition to cutting off the
Cohesive and Sustainable
international highway
World,” with major focus on
connecting Syria’s north with its such notions as “How to Save
south.
the Planet.” Of course, featured
speaker was the young Swedish
NATO countries and their
activist Greta Thunberg. What
international stooges have tried few realize is how carefully all
all their best to impede the
this is being orchestrated to
military operation to clean
prepare a massive shift in
Maarat Numan and the rest of global capital flows where a
Idlib from their terrorists, their handful of financial giants
terrorists intensified their
stand to gain.
indiscriminate bombing of the
residential neighborhoods of
From Greta to Bonnie Prince
Aleppo, which at the time of
Charles, the themes at Davos
writing this report news are
2020 were dominated for the
coming that the NATO Front (al- first time by the climate
Qaeda Levan) terrorists left Al change agenda. What comes
Rashideen 4th neighborhood in through the interstices of the
the city, and also some NATO meeting of some 3,000 of the
‘special forces’ have sabotaged world’s corporate giants, is
Syrian undersea oil pipelines
that a major global campaign
(https://www.syrianews.cc/spec-ops- is being orchestrated and it
or-skilled-mercs-bomb-baniyasincludes the world’s largest
undersea-pipelines-again/) as a way capital investment fund heads
to pressure the Syrian state and and the world’s major central
also to punish the Syrian people bankers.
who are in dire need of every oil
drop for their daily living needs
Davos trustees
(https://www.syrianews.cc/nobody-

Units of the SAA are combing
the streets and allies block by
block and apartment by
apartment for remnants of
terrorists and for explosives they
usually plant in every corner of
the places they infest to continue
talking-about-sanctions-againstto cause maximum harm and
syria/).
suffering among the Syrian
people after they leave.

It was no accident that Davos,
the promoter of globalization, is
so strongly behind the Climate
Follow the Real Change agenda. Davos WEF has
Damascus – Aleppo
Money Behind the a board of appointed trustees.
International Highway aka M5
Among them is the early backer
artery goes right through the city New Green Agenda of Greta Thunberg, climate
connecting the political capital
multi-millionaire, Al Gore,
Source: https://journaland most populated city of Syria
chairman of the Climate Reality
neo.org/2020/01/27/follow-the-realwith the economic capital and
money-behind-the-new-green-agenda/ Project. WEF Trustees also
powerhouse Aleppo.
include former IMF head, now
European Central Bank head
By F. William Engdahl
Maarat Numan has been infested
Christine Lagarde whose first
5
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words as ECB chief were that
featuring climate change, Fink
central banks had to make
published an unusual annual
climate change a priority.
newsletter to corporate CEOs.
Another Davos trustee is
BlackRock founder and CEO
outgoing Bank of England head Larry Fink has jumped aboard
Mark Carney, who was just
the climate investing train big
named Boris Johnson’s climate time.
change advisor and who warns
that pension funds that ignore
He wrote in a closely read letter
climate change risk bankruptcy that guides numerous
(sic). The board also includes the corporations seeking investment
influential founder of Carlyle
from some of BlackRock’s $7
Group, David M. Rubenstein. It trillions, “Climate change has
includes Feike Sybesma of the become a defining factor in
agribusiness giant, Unilever,
companies’ long-term
who is also Chair of the High
prospects.” Citing recent climate
Level Leadership Forum on
protests, Fink states, “awareness
Competitiveness and Carbon
is rapidly changing, and I
Pricing of the World Bank
believe we are on the edge of a
Group. And perhaps the most
fundamental reshaping of
interesting in terms of pushing finance. The evidence on climate
the new green agenda is Larry risk is compelling investors to
Fink, founder and CEO of the
reassess core assumptions about
investment group BlackRock.
modern finance.”

The Fink Letter
BlackRock is no ordinary
investment fund. Based in New
York, BlackRock is the world’s
largest asset manager with some
$7 trillion, yes, trillion, under
management invested in over
100 countries. That’s more than
the combined GDP of Germany
and France. They dominate the
stock ownership of every major
exchange in the world, top
shareholders of the major oil
companies and world largest
coal companies. Aspiring
German CDU politician
Frederick Merz has been
chairman of the BlackRock
Germany since 2016.
On January 14, 2020 just days
before the Davos meeting

Declaring that, “climate risk is
investment risk,” Fink then asks
an impossibly difficult question
of how climate risks will impact
entire economies. He has the
answer, we learn. Referring to
what he calls “a profound
reassessment of risk and asset
values” Fink tells us, “because
capital markets pull future risk
forward, we will see changes in
capital allocation more quickly
than we see changes to the
climate itself. In the near future
– and sooner than most
anticipate – there will be a
significant reallocation of
capital.” And a handful of the
world’s largest money groups
will steer that reallocation of
capital we learn. This alone
should give pause for reflection.
Is there another agenda here?
6

How will Fink and friends shift
their investment flows,
investment, by the way, of other
peoples’ money, the savings of
millions of us? BlackWater plans
to demand that companies it
invests its $7 trillion into show
proof that they are green
compliant by, “making
sustainability integral to
portfolio construction and risk
management; exiting
investments that present a high
sustainability-related risk, such
as thermal coal producers;
launching new investment
products that screen fossil fuels;
and strengthening our
commitment to sustainability
and transparency in our
investment stewardship
activities.” Translated, if you
don’t follow the demands of the
UN IPCC and related groups
including McKinsey & Co., you
lose big money.

TCFD and SASB Look
Closely…
As part of his claim to virtue on
the new green investing, Fink
states that BlackRock was a
founding member of the Task
Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD).
He claims, “For evaluating and
reporting climate-related risks,
as well as the related
governance issues that are
essential to managing them, the
TCFD provides a valuable
framework.”
TCFD was created in 2015 by
the Bank for International
Settlements, chaired by fellow
Davos board member and Bank
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of England head Mark Carney.
In 2016 the TCFD along with
the City of London Corporation
and the UK Government created
the Green Finance Initiative,
aiming to channel trillions of
dollars to “green” investments.
The central bankers of the FSB
nominated 31 people to form the
TCFD. Chaired by billionaire
Michael Bloomberg, it includes
in addition to BlackRock, JP
MorganChase; Barclays Bank;
HSBC; Swiss Re, the world’s
second largest reinsurance;
China’s ICBC bank; Tata Steel,
ENI oil, Dow Chemical, mining
giant BHP and David Blood of
Al Gore’s Generation
Investment LLC. Note the
crucial role of the central banks
here.

doing? According to their
thoroughly investigate and
website, “Since 2011, we have analyze the impact of climatehas been working towards an
related risk.” And in her first
ambitious goal of developing
comments as head of the
and maintaining sustainability European Central bank; former
accounting standards for 77
IMF head Christine Lagarde
industries.” So the very financial declared that she wants a key
groups who today steer global role for climate change in ECB
capital flows to major mining
policy Review which drew
and coal and oil projects since criticism from the German
decades will now become the
member of the ECB, Jens
arbiters of what companies
Weidmann.
qualify to be blessed with money
and which not for some future Perhaps the most outspoken and
“green bond” investment.
active central banker on climate
change is outgoing Bank of
Add Central Bankers… England head Mike Carney and
Davos trustee with Larry Fink.
Carney, who will serve as global
In recent months the world’s
warming adviser to Boris
leading central bankers have
Johnson, told BBC recently,
come out declaring climate
citing unnamed pension fund
change, surprisingly, as a key
analysis, “that if you add up the
part of the central bank “core
And to further insure BlackRock responsibilities,” forgetting
policies of all of companies out
and friends in the world of
issues like inflation or currency there, they are consistent with
trillion dollar funds choose the stability. No one bothers to
warming of 3.7-3.8C.” He went
right investment in the right
on to claim that scientists say the
explain quite how that should
companies, Fink states,
risks associated with an increase
work, which is even more
“BlackRock believes that the
of 4C include “a nine meter rise
disconcerting.
Sustainability Accounting
in sea levels – affecting up to
Standards Board (SASB)
In November 2019 the Federal 760 million people – searing
provides a clear set of standards Reserve held a conference titled, heatwaves and droughts, and
for reporting sustainability
Economics of Climate Change. serious food supply problems.”
information across a wide range Lael Brainard, Chair of the Fed’s Scary stuff indeed.
of issues… “ This is reassuring Committee on Financial
until we look at who makes up Stability, says Climate Change As noted above, already back in
the members of the SASB that Matters for Monetary Policy and 2015, Davos Board member
will give the Climate-friendly
Financial Stability. And in recent Carney, as chairman of the Bank
Imprimatur. Members include, in comments the head of the Bank for International Settlements’
addition of course to BlackRock, of Japan, Haruhiko Kuroda, told Financial Stability Board (FSB),
there is Vanguard Funds,
a Japanese newspaper “Climate- created the Task Force on
Fidelity Investments, Goldman related risk differs from other
Climate-related Financial
Sachs, State Street Global,
risks in that its relatively long- Disclosure (TCFD), to advise
Carlyle Group, Rockefeller
“investors, lenders and
term impact means the effects
Capital Management, and
insurance about climate related
will last longer than other
numerous major banks such as financial risks, and the impact is risks.”
Bank of America-ML and UBS. far less predictable,” he said. “It
What is this framework group is therefore necessary to
What is becoming clearer is
7
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that the latest global push for University’s Centre for Middle territories, with the focus here
dramatic climate action is
Eastern studies, who is
being on the word “occupied.”
more about justifying a major considered the leading scholar
reorganization of the global
on Gaza’s economy, has written According to the 4th Geneva
economy, that to a far less
that “innocent human beings,
Convention, Israel is required
efficient energy mode,
most of them young, are slowly under International Law to
implying a drastic lowering of being poisoned in Gaza by the provide the ability for Gaza and
global living standards. In
water drink and likely by the soil the West Bank to sustain an
2010 the head of Working Group in which they plant.” So let us environment of livability. Israel
3 of the UN Intergovernmental break down that statement,
will argue, however, that Gaza
Panel on Climate Change, Dr
based upon the data available to specifically is not occupied; that
Otmar Edenhofer, told an
us.
it withdrew in 2005. However it
interviewer, “…one must say
still controls the population
clearly that we redistribute de The population of the Gaza Strip registry, the entries and exits, all
facto the world’s wealth by
is over 2 million strong, more
imports and exports, the
climate policy. One has to free than 50% of which are children electromagnetic sphere, the
oneself from the illusion that
(18 and under). Ninety-seven
armistice lines (what Israel calls
international climate policy is percent of Gaza’s water is
the border), the territorial waters,
environmental policy. This has undrinkable with only the upper airspace as well as having a
almost nothing to do with
10% of Gaza’s population
monopoly on the electricity in
environmental policy
having access to clean water
Gaza. Israel controls Gaza
anymore…” What better way to according to the UN. If we take through and through; meaning
do it than to start with the
these statistics and we look at
that if Israel does not declare an
world’s largest money
them critically that would mean occupation, it is a de facto
controllers like BlackRock?
that according to conservative annexation of the territory.
estimates only 40% of Gaza’s
are consuming water
In excess of 108,000 cubic
As If Bombing Is children
that is fit for human
meters of untreated sewage
Not Enough … consumption. This means that water flows into the
in the Gaza Strip are
Mediterranean Sea from Gaza.
Poison Is the New parents
forced to make the decision to This is due to a lack of power for
Israeli Weapon in allow their children to drink Gaza’s desalination plant and the
contaminated water in order for lack of building material
Gaza
them to survive.
required to expand, both of
which are due to Israel’s policies
Source:
towards the besieged coastal
https://www.globalresearch.ca/poison- Israel which has enforced its
new-israeli-weapon-gaza/5701500 illegal blockade of Gaza since
enclave. The situation is so bad
2006 – although Zionist
that not only is Gaza’s sea water
By Robert Inlakesh
propagandists claim it started in heavily contaminated, leading to
June of 2007, which is incorrect deaths as recently as last year,
But the sad reality is not only
– is under international law
but also Israel’s Askalan
that those same experts said that required to provide Gaza with (Ashkelon) based desalination
Gaza was already unlivable in the ability to sustain itself. Gaza plant periodically halts
2017, but that now the
is not a State; it is not a
operations due to the pollution,
population of 2 million residing sovereign territory in of itself. showing that Israel is willing to
in Gaza are under the real threat According to the UN Gaza
put the purification of 20% of its
of genocide.
constitutes part of what is called own water at jeopardy in order
the Palestinian occupied
to punish the Gaza Strip.
Sara Roy of Harvard
8
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Rising from the problem of
be at around 50%. Israel also has the fact that Israel has
water contamination is also
repeatedly blocked Palestinian bombarded and destroyed
disease. Gidon Grumberg, the
cancer patients from entering
Gaza’s electrical grid and power
founder and director of Israel’s Israel in order to receive lifeplants, on various occasions. The
‘Ecopeace’, told the Jerusalem saving treatment. Not only this, sole, partially destroyed by
post in 2016 that Gaza is a
but due to the lack of power in bombardment, power plant in
ticking time bomb for cholera
Gaza, cardiac monitors and X- Gaza is also in a semiand typhoid epidemics. Since
ray machines become unreliable. operational state due to the
then there have been repeated
In the first half of 2019, the
cutting of diesel fuel from the
calls for a change to be made to Gaza Health Ministry, which has Strip in early 2018, after the
Gaza’s lack of clean water by
a regular budget of $40 million a Palestinian Authority stopped
various experts. If a change is
year, had only 10 million dollars paying for the fuel.
not made in 2020 then Gaza
worth of supplies available to
could become a hotbed for
them and in July (2019) declared As of February 2018, the Gaza
disease the way that Yemen has, a warning of an unprecedented Strip has been in a “state of
again due to an illegally imposed shortage of medicine and
emergency.” Enduring, since the
blockade.
medical supplies. According to beginning of the siege, eight
the World Health Organization large-scale military offensive
Beyond the water problem are 39% of Gaza applications for
massacres by Israel, with
also numerous other issues
cancer patients to exit the
hundreds of smaller
plaguing Gaza, all of which are blockaded Strip were
bombardments coming in
again due to Israel’s illegally
“unsuccessful” in 2018.
between.
imposed – for nearly 15 years
now – siege. Upwards of 80% of Gaza’s population is subjected to A 17 year old in Gaza would
Gaza’s population are reliant
sewage regularly flooding, after have experienced Israeli internal
upon international food aid in
rainfall, into the streets and
occupation, a 15 year long ever
order to survive, with Israel
causing sickness, especially
tightening siege, 8 large scale
enforcing a policy of “putting
amongst the poorer population. massacres, hundreds of other
the people of Gaza on a diet,” Even the more well-off,
attacks, three wars, the constant
entailing that Israel counts the financially, of Gaza’s
buzzing of drones, the deaths of
minimum caloric intake for the population, whom of which
friends and family, temporary or
Gazan population to stay alive. reside in areas such as Gaza City permanent displacement and the
Israel of course controls the food (North East Gaza), are losing
list goes on and on.
aid coming into the Gaza Strip their wealth. Specifically the
and even makes a profit off of it. residents of the al-Rimal area, To top this all off, when the
The restrictions Israel applies to who are viewed by many as
people of Gaza rose up in their
food coming into Gaza is also living in an area of prestige are hundreds of thousands nonused as a political tool in order having to flee to places like
violently, beginning on the 30th
to punish the Palestinians for
Istanbul, or become refugees
March (2018), they were ignored
their acts of resistance against abroad and are losing their
by the world which has done
Israel.
families assets due to an absence nothing to stop Israel for its
of income.
murder of 330+ unarmed
The conservative estimates,
demonstrators and the injuring
according to the United Nations, Gaza currently survives on a few of approximately 40,000. Until
also indicate that Gaza’s youth hours of electricity per day, this now, the demonstrations are still
unemployment rate is close to is due to the fact that Israel put a ongoing on a weekly basis and
hitting 70% with an overall
cap on the amount of electricity no Israeli soldiers have been
unemployment rate recorded to it allows into Gaza, as well as
killed or sustained any serious
9
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injuries.
According to International
Law, the people of Gaza have
every right to use armed force
in order to struggle for self
determination and to end the
siege. Israel has no claim to a
“right of self defence”, just as
rapist would have no claim to
a right of self defence against
their rape victim, and the next
time we hear of Israel’s “right”
in anyway to use force, we
must know that whoever
repeats this is contradicting
the Fourth Geneva
Convention.
Aviv Kochavi said recently in a
speech pertaining to a future war
against Gaza, that Israel will
target electrical, agricultural and
other structural components,
which according to Israel
contribute to keeping Hamas –
Gaza’s governing Party – afloat.
This means that if Israel does
begin a new massacre (war)
against Gaza – or Hamas as they
will claim – then it will mean
that all the statistics listed off
above will accelerate to
unprecedented numbers and that
Gaza will become even more
uninhabitable.

poisoned by Israel and there is though that strength is now
nothing but deafening silence. many times greater and extends
across its borders. Had that
been isolated, with only
Opening Iran’s shock
the close involvement of Iraq,
Black Box
then the subsequent ballistic
missile attack by Iran on US
bases could have passed for a
response, and even led to a
peaceful pull-out of Western
forces, as demanded by the Iraqi
government.

Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/iran/3837opening-black-box.html

By David Macilwain

As Western governments
continue to poke at the Iranian
bear, thinking it is busy licking
its wounds, they should keep an
eye on its claws, and not turn
their backs, or their minds to
other matters. But neither should
we, because the regime changers
have not abandoned their plans,
nor written off their investment
in creating this disorder, as the
sudden resumption of NATObacked “protests” in Iraq and
Lebanon demonstrate. A new
leader of Islamic State has even
The only questions now left to been launched into the fray in a
timely fashion – on the third
be answered are, what will
anniversary of Trump’s
stop Israel from completely
infamous inauguration.
genociding the people of
Gaza? and how will the worlds
future generations look at us It’s now twenty days since the
‘B’ team murdered their chances
today for allowing this
holocaust to occur against the of a peaceful settlement in Iraq,
but barely enough time for the
people of Palestine. One
Iranian bear to muster its
million Palestinian children
strength after such a shock,
are being systematically
10

But at that point, the two sides
diverged, irreconcilably – the
shooting down of Ukrainian
flight PS 752 changed
everything.
The argument over whether this
pre-emptive extrajudicial
assassination was a crime was
partly down to opinion – on
whether Qasem Soleimani was
“a terrorist” who needed to be
“taken out”, or the Hero of Shia
Islam who saved his Iraqi and
Syrian brothers from brutal
Salafists and Zionist occupiers.
As a soldier in the war against
the US coalition and its
mercenaries, he was in some
sense a legitimate target, but the
US crime was in denying him
the chance to die and kill in a
fair fight. Being picked off by
some gum-chewing coward a
thousand miles away is the
yardstick for US morality and
criminality not lost on Iranians
or Iraqis, or the IRGC which
promptly declared the US army
to be a terrorist organization.
For the 167 innocent passengers
and crew on PS 752 however,
there can be no such argument;
their killing, accidental or not,
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was a crime because of its
this case to all those aligned with answer difficult questions on
means, and someone may be
Iran, Russia and China – this
how the videographer just
held responsible, even if
looks grossly unfair, and
happened to be there with
indirectly, as indeed they already offensive to any sense of
camera at the ready, the NYT put
are by those rushing to judgment International law and justice.
out a second report showing that
in the West. Despite the initial
two missiles had been fired:
qualification of the crash by
America and its local allies and
most leaders and media as a
co-conspirators have committed
“The New York Times has
“tragic accident”, it is now
a totally illegal political
verified security camera footage
referred to simply as “the plane assassination as a provocation,
on Tuesday that shows, for the
shot down by the Iranian
which has led to an environment first time, that two missiles hit
military”, implicitly suggesting a where hundreds of innocent
Ukraine International Airlines
civilian airliner was intentionally people have died – including
Flight 752 on Jan. 8. The
targeted. But just as with MH17, those in the stampede at
missiles were launched from an
if Iran was responsible for
Soleimani’s funeral. Rather than
Iranian military site around
shooting down a civilian plane offering help and sympathy, and
eight miles from the plane.
carrying Iranians on its own
understanding of the
territory it was quite clearly an circumstances behind this
The new video fills a gap about
accident, and should be treated tragedy, Western regimes have
why the plane’s transponder
as one – particularly as Iran’s
exploited the disaster to their
stopped working, seconds before
leaders have accepted
own ends, almost as if it were
it was hit by a second missile.
responsibility and apologized
their intent.
profusely.
An earlier Times analysis
But perhaps it was.
confirmed what Iran later
But the similarity to MH17 goes
admitted: that an Iranian missile
further, as the consequences of Forgetting the substantial
did strike the plane. The Times
the Iranian missile defense
evidence of covert planning for
also established that the
action for Western public
actions following the killing of
transponder stopped working
opinion have been devastating the IRGC commander such as
before that missile hit the plane.
for Iran but remarkably
staged anti-government protest
The new video appears to
beneficial for her enemies, as
rallies, and even questions about confirm that an initial strike
noted before
the identity of the person who
disabled the transponder, before
(https://ahtribune.com/world/north- shot the video of the missile
the second strike, also seen in
africa-south-west-asia/iran/3802-iran- strike, a little giveaway in a
the video, around 23 seconds
ukraine-crash.html). On the back of second NYT report could be the
later.”
this sudden turn around, the
clue Iran needs to close its case
IRGC now appears as it has
– that tricking the IRGC into
As explained elsewhere
always been portrayed by Iran’s shooting down PS 752 was an (https://www.sott.net/article/427303greatest foes – Israel and the US, integral part of the operation that Was-Iranian-Missile-OperatorTricked-Into-Shooting-Down-Thewhile the Iranian government’s saw the IRGC leader first
Ukrainian-Airlines-Plane-Overentirely reasonable abandonment assassinated.
Tehran), the absence of a
of the farcical JCPOA provides
transponder signal from a flying
just the excuse needed for
A few days after the New York
object immediately identifies it
NATO to step up the nuclear
Times publicized the missile
as hostile to a missile defense
pressure and even re-introduce video, unleashing a volley of
system, and it was generally
sanctions.
abuse at Iran’s leaders for
accepted that the apparent failure
“lying” about it being a technical
To an impartial observer – and in malfunction, but then needing to of PS 752’s transponder just two
minutes after take-off was what
11
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led to its tragic shooting down.
The question was why did the
transponder suddenly fail, or get
disabled?

Flight PS 752, which flies five suffer under the Great Satan’s
times a week on that popular
boot who benefit from its
route for Iranian Canadians,
Imperial Overreach.
followed the identical flight path
to those earlier jets, according to
US To Grant $35
This was a key question being Flight Radar 24. But this site is
Million To Promote
asked by those who suspected hardly the only one tracking
foul play, such as may have
aircraft and other movements in
Its Fake News
occurred two days earlier during Iran. In a report on the Iranian
Bubble In Syria &
“maintenance”, or through some missile strikes on Ain al Asad
cyber means. It was a question base, the NYT candidly admits
Control Local
that also needed answering by that the NSA was following the
Media
the Bellingcat club, and the
movements of Iranian missile
second NYT report and video
defense systems as well as
was their answer.
monitoring IRGC
communications networks “with
But it doesn’t work! It really
spy satellites”, and anticipating a
doesn’t work!
response to Soleimani’s murder
following his funeral. But much
On hearing first of this second evidence points to the use of
missile that “took out the
these cyber-warfare systems to
transponder”, my thought was confuse and control Iran’s
Fake News Media
simply that this was ridiculous defenses, in the same way that
and impossible, but it took two the Western public is confused
Source:
days to realize just why:
and controlled by disinformation https://ingaza.wordpress.com/2020/01/
and emotive propaganda coming 25/us-to-grant-35-million-to-promoteits-fake-news-bubble-in-syria-controlWhy did the missile defense unit from their own governments.
local-media/
fire the first missile at PS 752
when its transponder was
But Iran has the Black Box, and
By Eva Bartlett
working?
holds the Ace. Because if the
“conspiracy” theory is correct – Although Western media has a
Nine other flights took off from that enemy intelligence actions shoddy track record of lying on
Imam Khomeini Airport that
caused the “accidental” downing Syria (and Libya, Iraq…), the
morning, including a Qatar
of the chosen aircraft, the
US State Department will pump
airways flight just 30 minutes
electronic record from the flight $35 million more into future war
earlier, and passed by the IRGC recorders will prove it. It only propaganda on Syria, under the
missile defense systems without needs to show that the first
guise of promoting honest
notice – with their transponders missile hit PS 752 one second reporting.
operating normally. Their pilots after the transponder stopped
would have been particularly
working to turn this Iranian
A US State Department grant,
conscious of the need to turn
tragedy into a US coalition
“Support for Independent Media
transponders on at take-off given atrocity, and the most infernal in Syria,” is unabashed in stating
the extreme tensions following and criminal conspiracy since
one of its main goals is “to
Iran’s missile volley early that the demolition of the Twin
advance U.S. Government
morning – about four hours
Towers.
policy objectives in Syria.”
before the Ukrainian jet took off
bound for Kyiv.
Perhaps then it will finally be the That is probably the sole honest
citizens of the countries who
clause in the grant description:
12
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that it is in the end about US
self-serving, hegemonic
objectives in Syria.
The description goes on to claim
these goals include the defeat of
ISIS—although the illegal USled coalition has attacked Syrian
army positions on numerous
occasions, ensuring the advance
(not defeat) of ISIS in those
areas. One of the most glaring
instances being the September
2016 repeated attacks on the
Syrian army in Deir ez-Zor
province, which saw ISIS take
over the region.

However, removing Iranian
forces isn’t within America’s
right to do; Syria invited Iran,
Russia and other allies to
actually fight terrorism in Syria,
as opposed to the US-led
occupation forces. And as
discussed, it isn’t Russia that has
the track record of disinfo on
Syria, that honour goes to
America and allies.

Western outlets in chorus
promoted the accusations of
Syria/Russia preventing food
and aid into eastern Aleppo
(even Reuters reported “rebels”
had stockpiled aid) and Madaya
The US assassination of Iranian and eastern Ghouta (none was
General Qasem Soleimani,
true).
recognized in the region as the
man responsible for the nearWestern media sold the story of
defeat of ISIS, is another notable Russia/Syria bombing the home
example of the US goals being of Omran Daqneesh (didn’t
to prolong, not defeat, ISIS in
happen), of the al-Quds hospital
the region.
being “reduced to rubble” by
Russian/Syrian bombing (didn’t
With their grant, the US plans to happen), and a litany of other
“advance human rights and
grotesque war propaganda
promote tolerance and dialogue stories.
between ethnic and religious
communities,” which is again
morbidly laughable given that
the US has been supporting
wahhabi and other extremists
whose human rights track
records include caging,
torturing, raping, and starving
civilians, and public executions.
It wouldn’t be American policy
if the State Department grant
didn’t include mention of
countering “Russian
disinformation” and ending the
presence of “Iranian forces and
proxies in Syria.”

MintPress Meets The Father
Of Iconic Aleppo Boy, Who
Says Media Lied About His
Son
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/mintp
ress-meets-father-iconic-aleppo-boysays-media-lied-son/228722/)

Suddenly we’re meant to find
credible journalists who embed
with al-Qaeda and whitewash
their crimes, and media which
have on many occasions used
photos not even in Syria to
accompany sensationalist war
propaganda stories.
CNN and western media got it
wrong about Omran Daqneesh,
but I haven’t even seen any
retractions for this lie.
And yet the US wants people to
believe that the independent
voices and Russian and Syrian
media who actually reported
factually and honestly on these
and other issues…are not
credible.

13
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The US wants people to live in a
fake news bubble, where the
narratives are controlled by the
war mongers. And, strangely,
America seemingly wants
Syrians to be subjected to media
that reports opposite of the
reality they are living. As if after
nine years of enduring Western
(and Gulf) media’s lies Syrians
will suddenly believe them and
decide to overthrow the
president they elected (and
support)? America is grasping at
straws…

researchers. In the face of these
recent revelations, most Western
media have largely thus far been
silent.

creating a panic (and
demonstrating a lack of medical
skills), and filming the scene
with then 11 year old Hassan
Diab.

Similarly, Western media didn’t
cover the December 2018 panel
Douma Medical Student
detailing damning findings on
Testimony Contradicts
the White Helmets’ association
Mainstream and White
(and membership) with terrorist Helmets Chemical Accusations
groups in Syria, and their
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
involvement in staging chemical v=wx3I8S9ih1M&feature=youtu.be)
attacks and in organ
harvesting…
Syrian civilians from ground
zero expose chemical hoax
Organ theft, staged attacks:
(https://www.rt.com/op-ed/428514UN panel details White
douma-civilians-chemical-hoax/)
The OPCW Truth Bombs
Helmets’ criminal activities,
media yawns
Diab was one of the Syrians
Western nations accuse Russia
(
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/447385dismissed by western media
of disinformation around
white-helmets-un-panel/)
when he testified to the OPCW
whether Syria used a chemical
that he had not been subject to a
weapon in Douma, eastern
In
the
State
Department’s
quest
chemical attack but had been
Ghouta.
for truthful reporting, one of the used by the White Helmets. For
issues to be protected seemingly Western media, only some
In April 2018, Western media
at all costs is of course the White children are credible (exploited)
pounced on and promoted the
…when it suits their narrative.
White Helmets’ lies, shedding Helmets (and the chemical
hoaxes they help stage).
crocodile tears over civilians
One such youth, Muhammad,
allegedly exposed to a chemical
gained notoriety when eastern
agent, at the same time ignoring Anyone who has seriously
researched
the
White
Helmets,
Ghouta was being liberated.
or mocking the testimonies of 17
Syrians from Douma (including much less bothered to interview Like the Aleppo child Bana
Syrian civilians about the fake before him, the Ghouta teen had
the boy starring in the White
rescue group, knows their
an account in his name on
Helmets’ hoax video).
footage and claims are as
Twitter (the dodgy logistics of
credible
as
the
words
of
nurse
which I raised in my last article)
Turns out the body tasked to
and was busy parroting the
examine this accusation omitted Nayirah, Colin Powell, or the
entries
of
Wikipedia.
accusations.
from its final report key findings
that poke massive holes in the
(West’s) official narrative around Journalists who bothered to
interview medical staff in
Douma. Not one, but many
Douma following the chemical
revelations have been leaked
about the critical omissions of hoax were told that doctors were
treating patients with normal
the OPCW report.
wartime injuries when
“strangers” (including White
The only ones taking this
Helmets members) entered
seriously are mainly Russia,
yelling about a chemical attack,
Syria and independent
14

Incidentally, Ghouta (to the
silence of media which claimed
concern in 2018) is rebuilding,
in peace.
In any case, I get the feeling
people are tired of lying Western
media, chemical hoaxes and the
antics of the White Helmets. I
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certainly see propaganda
weapons program, based on
apologists getting called out on politicized intelligence from the
Twitter more than prior, and
same CIA teams that wove a
people are extremely skeptical of web of lies to justify the U.S.
chemical weapons accusations. invasion of Iraq in 2003.
As Vassily Nebenzia said of the
OPCW official report on
Douma: “Humpty-Dumpty, as
we know, sat on a wall, had a
great fall and all the king’s
horses, all the king’s men,
couldn’t put Humpty together
again”. I mean, that is exactly
what happened to FFM report.
Exactly.”
(TCTT editior note: For more
information on the White
Helmets read White Helmets:
Fact Checking, PDF links
contained within https://tcttnews.com/2020/01/27/thewhite-helmets-fact-checking/)

The U.S. Is
Recycling Its Big
Lie About Iraq To
Target Iran
Source:
https://dissidentvoice.org/2020/01/theu-s-is-recycling-its-big-lie-about-iraqto-target-iran/

By Nicolas J. S. Davies
Sixteen years after the U.S.
invasion of Iraq, most
Americans understand that it
was an illegal war based on lies
about non-existent “weapons of
mass destruction.” But our
government is now threatening
to drag us into a war on Iran
with a nearly identical “big lie”
about a non-existent nuclear

blindly voted for war. As Pillar
later confessed to PBS’s
Frontline, “The purpose was to
strengthen the case for going to
war with the American public. Is
it proper for the intelligence
community to publish papers for
that purpose? I don’t think so,
and I regret having had a role in
it.”

In 2002-3, U.S. officials and
corporate media pundits
repeated again and again that
Iraq had an arsenal of weapons
of mass destruction that posed a
dire threat to the world. The CIA WINPAC was set up in 2001 to
produced reams of false
replace the CIA’s
intelligence to support the march Nonproliferation Center or NPC
to war, and cherry-picked the
(1991-2001), where a staff of a
most deceptively persuasive
hundred CIA analysts collected
narratives for Secretary of State possible evidence of nuclear,
Colin Powell to present to the
chemical and biological
UN Security Council on
weapons development to support
February 5th, 2003. In
U.S. information warfare,
December 2002, Alan Foley, the sanctions and ultimately regime
head of the CIA’s Weapons
change policies against Iraq,
Intelligence, Nonproliferation
Iran, North Korea, Libya and
and Arms Control Center
other U.S. enemies.
(WINPAC), told his staff, “If the
president wants to go to war, our WINPAC uses the U.S.’s
job is to find the intelligence to satellite, electronic surveillance
allow him to do so.”
and international spy networks
to generate material to feed to
Paul Pillar, a CIA officer who
UN agencies like UNSCOM,
was the National Intelligence
UNMOVIC, the Organization
Officer for the Near East and
for the Prohibition of Chemical
South Asia, helped to prepare a Weapons (OPCW) and the
25-page document that was
International Atomic Energy
passed off to members of
Agency (IAEA), who are
Congress as a “summary” of a charged with overseeing the
National Intelligence Estimate non-proliferation of nuclear,
(NIE) on Iraq. But the document chemical and biological
was written months before the weapons. The CIA’s material has
NIE it claimed to summarize and kept these agencies’ inspectors
contained fantastic claims that and analysts busy with an
were nowhere to be found in the endless stream of documents,
NIE, such as that the CIA knew satellite imagery and claims by
of 550 specific sites in Iraq
exiles for almost 30 years. But
where chemical and biological since Iraq destroyed all its
weapons were stored. Most
banned weapons in 1991, they
members read only this fake
have found no confirming
summary, not the real NIE, and evidence that either Iraq or Iran
15
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has taken steps to acquire
nuclear, chemical or biological
weapons.

all the smoke and mirrors.

the military to destroy the
nuclear facilities of a country
For instance, in 1990, the CIA the intelligence community said
began intercepting Telex
had no active nuclear weapons
UNMOVIC and the IAEA told messages from Sharif University program?”
the UN Security Council in
in Tehran and Iran’s Physics
2002-3 they could find no
Research Centre about orders for But despite the lack of
evidence to support U.S.
ring magnets, fluoride and
confirming evidence, the CIA
allegations of illegal weapons
fluoride-handling equipment, a refused to alter the “assessment”
development in Iraq. IAEA
balancing machine, a mass
from its 2001 and 2005 NIEs
Director General Mohamed
spectrometer and vacuum
that Iran probably did have a
ElBaradei exposed the CIA’s
equipment, all of which can be nuclear weapons program prior
Niger yellowcake document as a used in uranium enrichment. For to 2003. This left the door open
forgery in a matter of hours.
the next 17 years, the CIA’s NPC for the continued use of WMD
ElBaradei’s commitment to the and WINPAC regarded these
allegations, inspections and
independence and impartiality of Telexes as some of their
sanctions as potent political
his agency won the respect of
strongest evidence of a secret
weapons in the U.S.’s regime
the world, and he and his agency nuclear weapons program in
change policy toward Iran.
were jointly awarded the Nobel Iran, and they were cited as such
Peace Prize in 2005.
by senior U.S. officials. It was In 2007, UNMOVIC published a
not until 2007-8 that the Iranian Compendium or final report on
Apart from outright forgeries
government finally tracked
the lessons learned from the
and deliberately fabricated
down all these items at Sharif
debacle in Iraq. One key lesson
evidence from exile groups like University, and the IAEA
was that, “Complete
Ahmad Chalabi’s Iraqi National inspectors were able to visit the independence is a prerequisite
Congress (INC) and the Iranian university and confirm that they for a UN inspection agency,” so
Mojahedin-e Khalq (MEK),
were being used for academic
that the inspection process
most of the material the CIA and research and teaching, as Iran
would not be used, “either to
its allies have provided to UN had told them.
support other agendas or to
agencies has involved dual-use
keep the inspected party in a
technology, which could be used After the U.S. invasion of Iraq in permanent state of weakness.”
in banned weapons programs but 2003, the IAEA’s work in Iran Another key lesson was that,
also has alternative legitimate
continued, but every lead
“Proving the negative is a recipe
uses. A great deal of the IAEA’s provided by the CIA and its
for enduring difficulties and
work in Iran has been to verify allies proved to be either
unending inspections.”
that each of these items has, in fabricated, innocent or
fact, been used for peaceful
inconclusive. In 2007, U.S.
The 2005 Robb-Silberman
purposes or conventional
intelligence agencies published a Commission on the U.S.
weapons development rather
new National Intelligence
intelligence failure in Iraq
than in a nuclear weapons
Estimate (NIE) on Iran in which reached very similar
program. But as in Iraq, the
they acknowledged that Iran had conclusions, such as that, “…
accumulation of inconclusive, no active nuclear weapons
analysts effectively shifted the
unsubstantiated evidence of a
program. The publication of the burden of proof, requiring proof
possible nuclear weapons
2007 NIE was an important step that Iraq did not have active
program has served as a valuable in averting a U.S. war on Iran. WMD programs rather than
political weapon to convince the As George W Bush wrote in his requiring affirmative proof of
media and the public that there memoirs, “…after the NIE, how their existence. While the U.S.
must be something solid behind could I possibly explain using
policy position was that Iraq
16
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bore the responsibility to prove
that it did not have banned
weapons programs, the
Intelligence Community’s
burden of proof should have
been more objective… By
raising the evidentiary burden
so high, analysts artificially
skewed the analytical process
toward confirmation of their
original hypothesis – that Iraq
had active WMD programs.”
In its work on Iran, the CIA has
carried on the flawed analysis
and processes identified by the
UNMOVIC Compendium and
the Robb-Silberman report on
Iraq. The pressure to produce
politicized intelligence that
supports U.S. policy positions
persists because that is the
corrupt role that U.S.
intelligence agencies play in
U.S. policy, spying on other
governments, staging coups,
destabilizing countries and
producing politicized and
fabricated intelligence to create
pretexts for war.
A legitimate national
intelligence agency would
provide objective intelligence
analysis that policy-makers
could use as a basis for rational
policy decisions. But, as the
UNMOVIC Compendium
implied, the U.S. government is
unscrupulous in abusing the
concept of intelligence and the
authority of international
institutions like the IAEA to
“support other agendas,”
notably its desire for regime
change in countries around the
world.

The U.S.’s “other agenda” on official told author Trita Parsi,
Iran gained a valuable ally when the real problem was that the
Mohamed ElBaradei retired
U.S. wouldn’t take “Yes” for an
from the IAEA in 2009, and was answer. It was only in Obama’s
replaced by Yukiya Amano from second term, after John Kerry
Japan. A State Department cable replaced Hillary Clinton as
from July 10th 2009 released by Secretary of State, that the U.S.
Wikileaks described Mr. Amano finally did take “Yes” for an
as a “strong partner” to the U.S. answer, leading to the JCPOA
based on “the very high degree between Iran, the U.S. and other
of convergence between his
major powers in 2015. So it was
priorities and our own agenda not U.S.-backed sanctions that
at the IAEA.” The memo
brought Iran to the table, but the
suggested that the U.S. should failure of sanctions that brought
try to “shape Amano’s thinking the U.S. to the table.
before his agenda collides with
the IAEA Secretariat
Also in 2015, the IAEA
bureaucracy.” The memo’s
completed its work on
author was Geoffrey Pyatt, who “Outstanding Issues” regarding
later achieved international
Iran’s past nuclear-related
notoriety as the U.S.
activities. On each specific case
Ambassador to Ukraine who was of dual-use research or
exposed on a leaked audio
technology imports, the IAEA
recording plotting the 2014 coup found no proof that they were
in Ukraine with Assistant
related to nuclear weapons rather
Secretary of State Victoria
than conventional military or
Nuland.
civilian uses. Under Amano’s
leadership and U.S. pressure, the
The Obama administration spent IAEA still “assessed” that “a
its first term pursuing a failed
range of activities relevant to
“dual-track” approach to Iran, in the development of a nuclear
which its diplomacy was
explosive device were conducted
undermined by the greater
in Iran prior to the end of 2003,”
priority it gave to its parallel
but that ”these activities did not
track of escalating UN sanctions. advance beyond feasibility
When Brazil and Turkey
studies and the acquisition of
presented Iran with the
certain relevant technical
framework of a nuclear deal that competences and capabilities.”
the U.S. had proposed, Iran
readily agreed to it. But the U.S. The JCPOA has broad support in
rejected what had begun as a
Washington, but the U.S.
U.S. proposal because, by that political debate over the JCPOA
point, it would have undercut its has essentially ignored the actual
efforts to persuade the UN
results of the IAEA’s work in
Security Council to impose
Iran, the CIA’s distorting role in
harsher sanctions on Iran.
it and the extent to which the
CIA has replicated the
As a senior State Department
institutional biases, the
17
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reinforcing of preconceptions,
the forgeries, the politicization
and the corruption by “other
agendas” that were supposed to
be corrected to prevent any
repetition of the WMD fiasco in
Iraq.

Regardless of uncertainties
regarding Iran’s actions in the
1980s, the U.S.’s campaign
against Iran has violated the
most critical lessons U.S. and
UN officials claimed to have
learned from the fiasco over
Iraq. The CIA has used its
Politicians who support the
almost entirely baseless
JCPOA now claim that it
suspicions about nuclear
stopped Iran getting nuclear
weapons in Iran as pretexts to
weapons, while those who
“support other agendas” and
oppose the JCPOA claim that it “keep the inspected party in a
would allow Iran to acquire
permanent state of weakness,”
them. They are both wrong
exactly as the UNMOVIC
because, as the IAEA has
Compendium warned against
concluded and even President
ever again doing to another
Bush acknowledged, Iran does country.
not have an active nuclear
weapons program. The worst
In Iran as in Iraq, this has led to
that the IAEA can objectively
an illegal regime of brutal
say is that Iran may have done sanctions, under which
some basic nuclear weaponsthousands of children are dying
related research some time
from preventable diseases and
before 2003 – but then again,
malnutrition, and to threats of
maybe it didn’t.
another illegal U.S. war that
would engulf the Middle East
Mohamed ElBaradei wrote in his and the world in even greater
memoir, The Age of Deception: chaos than the one the CIA
Nuclear Diplomacy in
engineered against Iraq.
Treacherous Times, that, if Iran
ever conducted even
France: Riot Police
rudimentary nuclear weapons
Beat up Striking
research, he was sure it was only
during the Iran-Iraq War, which
Firefighters as
ended in 1988, when the U.S.
Media Looks the
and its allies helped Iraq to kill
up to 100,000 Iranians with
Other Way
chemical weapons. If
ElBaradei’s suspicions were
correct, Iran’s dilemma since
that time would have been that it
could not admit to that work in
the 1980s without facing even
greater mistrust and hostility
from the U.S. and its allies, and
risking a similar fate to Iraq.
Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/france
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-riot-police-beat-striking-firefightersmedia-looks-other-way/264444/

By Alan Macleod
Truncheons rain down on fallen
protestors as masked, black-clad
riot police brutalize firefighters
striking in full uniform, looking
distinctly similar to their peers in
the police, except that they are
not carrying weapons. That was
the scene that few in the world
saw this week, as media largely
ignored firefighters joining the
months-long nationwide protests
against President Emmanuel
Macron and his attempts to
make sweeping changes to
French society.
Wearing protective clothing,
firefighters set themselves
ablaze in the streets, performing
perhaps the safest selfimmolation protest in world
history. Yet few outside France
saw the action; protestors took to
social media to decry the
mainstream disinterest in the
growing movement, the largest
and most sustained protests
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/franc
e-longest-protests-since-1968-strikeneoliberalism/264194/) in the

country since May 1968. Many
asserted that if repression on this
scale were happening in
Venezuela or Iran, it would be
the number one story in North
America and across the globe.
Yet a Wednesday morning
search on the homepages of the
New York Times, Google News
and Yahoo! News found that
there were zero links to coverage
of the previous day’s events.
Nor have elites in other Western
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countries been stirred even as
professional photographer Taha
Gueffaf was rushed to hospital
after police threw a grenade at
him. Gueffaf shared an x-ray of
his injuries on Twitter, asking
Interior Minister Christophe
Castaner why there were metal
grenade fragments in his leg.
There has similarly been no
reaction at all from professional
human rights advocates like the
Committee to Protect Journalists
or Human Rights Watch, even as
Iran continues to be a “trending”
topic on the latter’s website.

States. The trigger for the wave ballet dancers performed a free
of current protests was the
show on the steps of the famous
government’s plans to make
Palais Garnier opera house in
sweeping changes to France’s
Paris. Meanwhile, employees
pension plan, seen by many as closed down the famous Louvre
the crown jewel in the country’s Museum, telling visitors that
welfare state. The president
“the Mona Lisa is on strike” and
wishes to amalgamate 42 extant arguing that Macron’s plan
pension programs into a single, would “lower everyone’s
unified one, which he claims
pensions.”
would be more fair and
transparent. However, it would The firefighters themselves are
mean many unions would have protesting the proposed
to surrender hard-fought benefits retirement age changes and
for their members and accept a worsening conditions. “We are
national standard, which
the final link in the chain of
includes raising the retirement emergency aid in France and we
Despite being decidedly
age from 62 to 67.
are overwhelmed by call-outs,”
unpopular (December polls put
said Frederic Perrin, head of the
his approval rate at around 30
Macron has faced near-constant firefighters’ union. He
percent, with nearly 70 percent popular resistance for much of continued, “We need the staffing
disapproval), Macron was
his time in office. Since
and means to respond to this
elected president in 2017. As
November 2018, the Yellow
and also a guarantee that we
France’s centrist parties
Vests have protested across the can concentrate on our core
crumbled, the first round of the country against his tax plans that missions, emergency response,
election was close to a four-way they claim hit the poor and
and not serve as a supplement to
tie, but only Macron and fascist middle classes hardest. This
absent health services.” The
National Front leader Marine Le current round of strikes began in French government also gives
Pen qualified for the runoff vote. early December, led by transport danger money bonuses to certain
Macron won the second round unions who have shut down
professions. Firefighters are
easily, but abstention was high, much of the country. Paris’
asking that their bonuses be
and nearly 12 percent chose to iconic metro system has been
raised to match those of the
go to polling stations and post severely affected, as have
police.
blank ballots as a form of protest regional trains. Meanwhile,
Throughout the demonstrations this
or disgust.
many of France’s ports,
winter, firefighters have marched in
including Calais, Dunkirk,
full uniform with other striking
Marseille and Le Havre have
Macron envisions a
seen workers close them down. groups, acting as a human shield in
neoliberal France

the belief that police would not
attack their fellow first responders,
Transport unions have found
who they work with closely every
Macron is a firm believer in
some unusual allies joining
day. Yesterday’s footage proves that
neoliberalism, modeling his
them. Lawyers, fearing their
this belief was mistaken. The
politics after British Prime
strong pension plan will be taken question that arises now is how the
Minister Margaret Thatcher. He
away from them, have gone on two services will interact now that
insists that France cannot be
one has attacked and undermined
strike across the country,
reformed but must be
the other? This is just one of the
theatrically throwing their
“transformed” from a socialmany strains put on those who are
gowns down in a symbolic
democratic state into a neoliberal
tasked with crushing dissent in
gesture of defiance. Striking
one more resembling the United
Macron’s new state.
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